Priority: Education

Strengthen undergraduate, graduate, and professional education to enhance student success at Iowa State University and beyond.
Priority: Programs

Increase the number of graduate, professional, and research programs that are among the very best – especially in areas that build on university strengths and address local and global critical needs.
Priority: Economic Impact

Translate discoveries into viable technologies, products, and services to strengthen the economies of Iowa and the world.
Priority: **Iowa Life**

Elevate the state’s appeal as a place to live, learn, work, and play.
Priority: University Life

Ensure that the university is a great place to learn and work.
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Comparative index
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Faculty Articles & Citations
Articles published by ISU faculty & citations reported in ISI Index
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Priority: **Education**

- Record enrollment in Fall 2009 of 27,945
- Campaign Iowa State raised more than $750 million
Priority: Programs

• Record year for sponsored and research funding in the amount of $305.2 million

• Iowa State researchers win $16.38 million in federal grants supported by stimulus funding

• Center for Biorenewable Chemicals (CBiRC) awarded a five-year $18.5 million grant from the National Science Foundation
Priority: Economic Impact

- Two More R&D 100 Awards
- National Innovator of the Year
Priority: **Iowa Life**

- ISU Extension restructured
- Facts about wind energy
Priority: University Life

• University Life Survey conducted in Spring 2009

• ADVANCE Program improves campus climate